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introduction
The aim of this book is to provide a concise manual of navigation
aimed specifically at sea kayakers. In this respect this second
edition is no different from the first.
There is no glossary of terms

The devil is in the detail. Feedback from readers of the first edition

as things are explained as I go

has changed my views on ‘what sea kayakers need to know and

along. To compensate there
is a comprehensive index.

are likely to use’. I have added to several topics, but have taken
care to keep it short and simple.

Using the book
Each chapter ends with a number of suggested exercises. Make
use of them – they will help to ensure that what you have read is
understood and remembered.

exerciSeS
The ultimate test of whether or not the lessons have been abCheck your answers to

sorbed is the first time you plan and execute a trip relying on your

each of the exercises at:

own navigation. Be cautious; plan simple trips and aim for big

pesdapress.com/answers

targets to start with.
Ask someone more experienced to check your calculations the
first few times. Get someone else on the trip to make independ-

The illustrations and
diagrams throughout the

ent plans and compare your results. If they are a near match, carry
on – if they disagree, start again!

book are available to
download as a teaching

Always take into account the weather forecast, and base your

resource for use in your

planning on the abilities of the weakest members of your group.

slideshow presentations at
pesdapress.com/

Build up slowly.

presentations

Enjoy the book and enjoy your paddling.
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1 Keeping it Simple
Ask yourself if you need to do any chart work. If you are paddling
across to a small island that is out of sight, your chart work will
need to be precise. On the other hand if you are 10 nautical miles
out to sea off the west coast of the United States, it may be quite
accurate enough to head due east (090°) until you sight land; and
then work out precisely where you are when you get there.

Map & chart
symbols

Handrails

Maps and charts aimed at

Let’s not forget that “turn left and follow the coastline until you get

leisure users have a ‘legend’

there” is often quite appropriate! The coastline itself provides the

or ‘key’ that shows you

‘handrail’ for you to follow. Keeping track of your position is done

what symbols are used to

by simply ‘ticking off’ prominent features as you pass them by.

indicate various features.

These features are anything that is easy to recognise on the chart

We will look at maps and

and in the real world. They could be natural features such as sea

charts in detail in Chapter 4.

stacks, isolated rocks, inlets and prominent points, or man made
features such as buoys, radio masts and prominent buildings.

judging
Distance

A simple way to estimate distance is to gauge how much
detail you can make out. Below is the resolvable detail
method from Sea Kayak by Gordon Brown.

100 m

Can identify people by facial recognition.

200 m

Can make out faces and colours of clothing.

500 m

Can identify people by movement and mannerisms,
small buoys are visible, paddle blades visible.

1 km

People are dots, can count individual windows on houses,
large buoys can be seen.

1.5 km

Can count individual trees, can see ‘paddle flash’.

2 km

Can count individual houses, identify cars from bigger vehicles, almost at limit of kayak to kayak visibility.

3 km

Limit of kayak-to-kayak visibility, may see ‘paddle flash’,
can separate trees from other greenery.
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4 Maps & Charts
An Ordnance Survey Landranger
(1:50,000) map in use at sea;

In order to navigate in strange places and over large distances
we need to use some form of map. The two choices are nautical
charts or land maps.

note that I’ve added tidal
information in pencil.

Charts
Nautical charts only show the land detail that is visible from the
sea. This is great when you are on the water, but useless when
you have to make an unforeseen landing because of changing
weather and are trying to find the quickest way back to your
vehicle. They do, however, have several definite advantages:
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1.

They show the shape and depth of the seabed, which may enable
you to make educated guesses about sea conditions or tides where
there is not much information available.

2.

They show the position of buoys and details of any lights (useful
on night paddles, planned or accidental).

3.

They give tidal information.

British Admiralty and US National Ocean Service charts are similarly colour coded which makes things easy. Yellow areas are dry
land, green bits are covered in water at high tide and dry (or very
shallow) at low tide. White and blue bits are always underwater.
Yachtsmen’s charts produced

Standard charts for shipping are large and unfolded but there are

by firms such as Imray may

also more convenient ‘Leisure Series’ charts designed for use

differ in colour coding, but the

by yachtsmen. These are often in useful scales, so that you only

principles are the same.

need one chart instead of three or four overlapping charts, and
they come in folded and unfolded versions.

Maps
The main advantage of land
maps is that many people are
already familiar with them.

Land maps have the advantage of showing all land details, including such essentials as pubs, public toilets, access roads and
paths. They show all coastal features, including anything that
shows at low water. On the other hand, they don’t show buoys,
lights (except lighthouses) or any features of the seabed (below
the low water mark).

Scale
U N I TS

Small Scale (1:1,000 where 1cm on the map = 1,000cm or 10m

A nautical mile (NM) is slightly

on the ground). A small ratio means lots of detail but you’ll need

greater than one land mile

an awful lot of maps. These are usually used to provide detail of

(1.15 to be precise), and is

harbours and are seldom of use to kayakers.

roughly equivalent to 2km.
1 knot (kn) = 1 nautical mile

Large Scale (1:1,000,000 where 1cm on the map = 1,000,000cm

per hour. It is easier to work

or 10km on the ground). A map of this scale would cover the

in nautical miles, rather

whole west coast of Ireland (great for planning, but no use for

than miles or kilometres,

day-to-day navigation).

because all tidal information
is given in knots.

I find the most useful scales to be between these two extremes
1:50,000 or 1:100,000 for both charts and land maps.
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Comparison of Ordnance Survey Landranger map and Admiralty Leisure Series chart styles
(both 1:50,000 scale). OS maps also have a latitude scale along the outer edge of the sheet.
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Measuring distance
To measure a distance on a map or chart, I suggest either a pair of
dividers (looks professional, especially the expensive brass ones,
preserves mystique, are slightly more accurate and are easier to
use on the kitchen table), or a piece of string (cheaper and easier
to use when afloat). Simply open the dividers to the required
distance and then measure off against the latitude scale which
you will find at either edge of the chart.

1 minute (1’) of latitude = 1 nautical mile (NM)
1° = 60 minutes or 60NM
A pair of dividers or a piece
of string will be useful for
taking measurements from
the diagrams in this book.

Consequently, on the example chart opposite, the distance from
Blood and Sludge Bay to Port Epic is 4NM (or 4’ of latitude).

LatItUde aNd LoNgItUde
The earth is a sphere. (It’s actually slightly squashed at the
poles but for the purposes of navigation we can ignore that).
Lines of Latitude begin at 0°, bisecting the globe around
the Equator and slice the globe into rings at regular intervals
toward each of the poles. Degrees of latitude are measured
from the centre of the Earth, north and south of the Equator.
Lines of Longitude are drawn bisecting the globe from pole to pole
at angles east or west of what is known as the Prime Meridian, or
0° of longitude (this could be anywhere but historically the line
runs through the Greenwich Observatory, Great Britain). Lines
of longitude converge at the poles (think of the segments of
an orange). Thus a minute of longitude becomes progressively
smaller in terms of distance as you go towards the poles. For
this reason we do not use longitude for measuring distance.
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Map projeCtIoNs
In order to make a map, a 3D shape has to be projected onto a flat surface. Most maps
and charts use one of the variants of the Mercator projection. The advantage of this map
projection is that it preserves angles. A constant course heading is shown as a straight
line. To keep the proportions needed to achieve this, minutes of latitude have to be drawn
proportionally bigger as we move towards the poles. This is only really obvious on charts
that cover large areas. The way we cope with this is to measure distances on the latitude
scale as close to the latitude of the location we are measuring as possible.
With problems towards the poles in the Mercator projection, map makers turn to one or
other form of polar projection, which you may encounter when planning trips within the
high arctic.
For ocean crossing voyages, large scale gnomonic projection charts are used (find out
more about this if you plan such a voyage!) You may encounter the gnomonic projection
on some detailed charts of harbours but at such scales the differences between
projections are negligible for the kayaker.

Symbols & abbreviations
Maps and charts aimed at leisure users usually have a key (or
legend) which show the symbols and abbreviations used.
Booklets describing in detail all the symbols used on nautical
charts are available. Admiralty charts are covered by the publication ‘Symbols and Abbreviations used on Admiralty Charts 5011’.
US charts are covered by the pamphlet ‘Chart No 1, Nautical Chart
Symbols and Abbreviations’. Any yacht chandlers will have these
and publications listing all the charts that these agencies produce.

Chart No 1 (above right) is now out of
print and available as a download only.
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the chart on page 24.M
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low, black,
yellow. Buoyage is covered in detail in Chapter 6. For
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in a kayak, all we need is to make sure we
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The figure ·128 tells us that the hill above Port Epic is 128 metres
above
sea level, (MHWS).
28´
The rock off Blood03´and Sludge Bay is coloured green and marked
with a drying height. We are told that it is a drying height by the
fact that the 4 is underlined. For a detailed explanation of the

02´

27

difference between heights, drying heights and depths study
the illustration below. The larger figure indicates metres and the
smaller one by its side tenths of metres. So 4 5 indicates a drying
height of 4.5 metres. This means
it would be covered at high water
3
8

Sh
but,M asS the
tide went out, it would dry out, in this case when the

S

tide was 4.5 metres above chart datum. A mark like an asterisk

Heights and depths.

indicates a small isolated drying rock. The figures offshore tell us

Profile of the sea bed with

the depths below chart datum (the lowest possible tide).
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inset of chart symbols.
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1

Find on a land map an example of as many of the symbols shown on the key (legend)
as you can find.

2

28

Do the same for a chart that has a key.
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